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What Will Cover?

• Define clinical research

• Methods of clinical research

• Dissemination of clinical research



Learning
Objectives

• Be able to:
• Define clinical research and list different types

of research (T0-T4)
• Know the phases of a clinical trial (I-IV)
• Describe differences between medical care and

research
• Define key concepts in clinical research
• Know the main types of research study design

and what types of research questions they
answer

• Discuss the common pitfalls of clinical research
• Know how the results of research are

disseminated



What Is Clinical Research?



The Scientific Method



What Is Clinical Research?
• Study of health and illness in people using the scientific method
• Process of how we learn how to prevent, diagnose, and treat illness
• Involves human participants
• Helps translate basic research (done in labs) into new treatments and

information to benefit patients
• There are many different types of clinical research

• Clinical trials
• Epidemiology, physiology and pathophysiology, health services, education,

outcomes and mental health research



Types of Research
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What Are Clinical Trials?
• A specific type of clinical research
• An experiment designed to answer specific questions about possible

new treatments or new ways of using existing treatments
• Done to determine whether new drugs or treatments are safe and

effective
• Long, careful process which takes many years to complete
• First, doctors study a new treatment in the lab. Then they often study

the treatment in animals. If a new treatment shows promise, doctors
then test the treatment in people via a clinical trial



Phases Of Clinical Trials



Biopharmaceutical Research and
Development



Basal Cell Carcinoma- From Surgery
to Medication



Clinical Research vs Medical Care
• People often confuse a clinical research or clinical trials with medical care
• Medical care means the doctor develops a plan of care for an individual

patient using treatments thought to work
• In a clinical research study the research team must follow a set plan called

the “study protocol”
• Clinical research is an experiment

• In a placebo controlled clinical trial participants may not receive treatment

• By its nature, that means the answer to the research question is still
unknown

• Participants may not directly benefit from participation



Key Concepts of Clinical
Research


